The DG-100 gynecological unit is designed as a low-cost model. The thermo-irrigator is optional and is hung on the bar. The tabletop is made of stainless steel and can be used as an instrument tray. A large drawer and two shelves are available for storage. The DG-501 and DG-401 light is optional.

Specifications

- **Power voltage:** 115/120/220/230/240 AC
- **Control voltage:** DC-12V
- **Net weight:** 160kg

DG-100 with DG-501

- **Table lifting mechanism:** Electro-hydraulic system by Foot control
- **Back support lifting mechanism:** Electro-hydraulic system by Foot control
- **Seat tilting mechanism:** Electro-hydraulic system by Foot control
- **Table lifting:** With Preset Device
- **Table lowering:** With Auto Return
- **Dimensions:**
  - mm:
    - 906 850 350 520
    - (1170) 540 310 310 136
  - cm:
    - 30˚ 8˚ 50˚
- **Safety Precautions:**
  - Confirm the installation conditions, use conditions, and purpose prior to purchase. The unit is for gynecological examination and treatments. The unit is not intended for other medical examinations or treatments.
  - The electro-hydraulic system eliminates vibration and shock while being operated.
  - The table is equipped with a preset and auto return device for speedy examinations and treatments.
  - The douche tray (irrigation tray) slides smoothly below the seat.
  - The table height can be adjusted between 65.5cm and 99.5cm to provide doctor examining convenience and the patient comfort and confidence.
  - Confirm the installation conditions, use conditions, and purpose prior to purchase. Be sure to carefully read and follow the attached documents and instructions before use. The dimensions, weight, and working range shown in this brochure include some margins of error.
  - Product specifications and design are subject to change without notice. Colors may look slightly different from those of the actual product due to printed matter.
  - Ease of operation, yet functional with high efficiency.

Optional accessories

- Arm board
- Cusco holder
- Drain bucket
- ES19
- ES17
- ES09
- ES02
- Cusco
- Drain
- Bucket
- ES
- Drain bucket
- Drain bucket
- Arm board
- Arm board

Leather Color Selection

- ES18

Color selection of the leather

- ES19
- ES17
- ES09
- ES02

Optional accessories

- Arm board
- Cusco holder
- Basin holder
- Drain bucket
- Drain bucket
- Arm board
- Arm board
Gynecological Table
DG-770

SIMPLE
Roundish shape creates gentleness.

SPEEDY
Quick position change for examination.

SPACE
New rotating mechanism realizes space-saving.

SIMPLE
Warmth by shape and softness through the skin
Warm feeling by lacking, Emulating design gently supports patient's waist. Comfortable fit and cushioning properties of thigh wide with a sense of unity allow for gentle support of the abdomen. The enveloping in a warm bag, providing a stable sitting posture.

SPEEDY
Smooth movement for quick position change
Time for change from recumbent to examination position is reduced to enable consultation hours to be effectively used. (Compared with our existing products)

SPACE
Compact design with top priority on effective use of consultation rooms
Reduced rotation radius saves installation space. Minimum installation or dimensions are reduced to facilitate installation of smaller rooms. (Compared with our existing products)

Useful Features

Examination area
Widened leg opening in the examination area. Thigh mass is in shape with cushioning properties maintained and thickness reduced, allowing for smooth therapist's view.

Leg-closed examination position
Leg-closed examination position switch allows for position change for examination with legs closed. Individual leg opening and leg closing can be operated according to the condition of patients including those after satisfaction and those with disease in the top joint.

Selective leg opening
Foot switch allows you to easily open right and left legs individually. You can gradually open one after the other to respond to each patient.

Wireless foot switch
Intrinsically wireless foot switch is employed to require no cords, offering a neat examination room.

Plastic douche tray
Complete resistance and water-resistant, Finishing has device, Boulevardization and easy-to-wash tray. Back-and-forth sliding mechanism allows you to adjust tray position as necessary.

Main unit auxiliary switches
Main unit is equipped with a "P Reset" and "R Reset" functional switches, allowing for auxiliary operations from the main unit.

Shockless rotation
Hydraulic pressure control realizes soft starting and soft stopping. Improving smooth movement of the examination chair.